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On the chart below what you can see is an overall directional bias from the daily timeframe.

What you can clearly see is we are heavily bullish on the higher time frame and having made a

new HH we can now expect some sort of a retracement phase to happen on this particular time

frame.

After making a new HH on the Daily TF like mentioned above we can expect a retracement

phase and therefore we can find POI’s where we can expect price to retrace too.

Now what you can see from the chart below is we have a Daily POI marked where we can

expect price to retrace too as this particular candle is a SMFC.



After having a new HH made on the higher TF we can now start looking at price action
on other time frames in order to gain confluences as when our retracement phase is

happening. From a new Daily HH we want to see breaks of bullish structure on H4 and
H1 timeframe in order to have a change of direction.

What is shown in the chart below is the H1 timeframe with bullish structure being broken
and bearish intent being created. This gives us a good confluence that our retracement

phase has now started.



As seen on the chart below after having bearish intent after making a new HH on the daily

timeframe, we then started to see strong bearish structure forming on the H1 TF. As this is

happening we can then start to break down the markets and find POI’s in order to sell the

markets into our Daily bullish POI.

Here is our POI on the H1 timeframe. This is a refined SMFC that led to the BOS.

Now we've got our POI in order to sell the market we can still look for short buys into our H1

POI if we gain enough confluences.

What can be seen on the chart  below is an M15 BOS, this again is a strong confluence that we

are seeing a change of direction on the intraday time frames and having a retracement on the

H1 timeframe.



After seeing this happen we can see a POI on the M15 TF and this POI being on a relatively

lower timeframe we can have limits set on this SMFC



As shown below price came and activated limits from the M15 entry and continued with bullish

intent into our H1 POI. Once price enters our H1 POI this is where we will now start looking to

hedge our position.

From our H1 POI we had a good reaction in order to look for sells. As seen below we had

multiple BOS from the M1-M15 timeframe. Once this happens we can break down areas within

the current trading range in order to find POI’s.



What you can now see is our POI and entry on the M5 timeframe. This is the most valid area to

sell from as all price action above this point is balanced price action and price has no reason to

pass this point.

Our entry point is the M5 candle, within this candle there is also an M1 and M3 candle we can

also sell from. I chose the M5 candle as it's a stronger candle to sell from. Sometimes the

markets don't reach the M1-M3 candles and the M5 can be the safer entry points in order to

gain position within the markets.



What is shown below is our entry point activated and price continues with bearish structure.

In this case the M1 and M3 candle was mitigated also.

From our M5 entry stop loss still only contained 4 pips.

After entering the markets we would now look to take profit areas, and as mentioned previously

on the daily timeframe we are heavily bullish with a POI in mind. This would be our TP area.



As shown below price continued to fall with strong bearish momentum and closing in on our TP

area.

First entry (buy)

1:7 RR

Second entry (sell)

1:80 RR

Overall target 1:105 RR


